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Recently reported measurements of Ar atom scattering from Ru�0001� at thermal and hyperthermal energies
exhibited a number of characteristics that are unusual in comparison with other systems for which molecular
beam experiments have been carried out under similar conditions: the measured energy losses are unusually
small, some of the angular distributions exhibited an anomalous shoulder feature in addition to a broad peak
near specular, and quantum mechanical diffraction was observed under conditions for which it was not ex-
pected. The data are analyzed and compared to calculations with classical scattering theory. Many of the
unusual features observed in the measurements are explained but only upon using an effective surface mass of
2.3 Ru atomic masses, which implies collective effects in the Ru crystal. The bigger effective mass leads to
substantially larger Debye-Waller factors and explains and confirms the observations of diffraction features. It
also leads to the interesting conclusion that Ru is a metal for which molecular beam scattering measurements
in the purely quantum mechanical regime can be performed with a range of atomic and molecular projectiles
with masses substantially heavier than He.
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An extensive experimental investigation of the Ru�0001�
surface using scattering of beams of Ar atoms at thermal and
hyperthermal energies has recently been reported by Beren-
bak et al.1,2 Several unusual features were noted in the scat-
tered intensities, including elastic diffraction peaks in the
energy-resolved spectra. Although diffraction peaks have
been observed with Ar scattering on other surfaces,3–5 and in
fact the Debye-Waller behavior of such peaks is well
explained,6 diffraction is not normally expected on Ru with
such large incident energies.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze these Ar/
Ru�0001� scattering data in terms of a theory that has suc-
cessfully described argon as well as other rare gas scattering
from insulator and metal surfaces.7–10 In these previous stud-
ies of rare gas scattering under classical conditions of high
incident energy, large temperatures, and large projectile
masses, classical scattering theory provided a quite reason-
able description of the energy, angular, and temperature de-
pendence of the scattered distributions.

A potentially important finding to come out of the com-
parisons is that in order to obtain agreement between theory
and experiment it was necessary to choose an effective mass
for the surface that was larger than that of a single Ru atom
by a factor of 2.3, whereas for most rare gas–metal systems
previously investigated a larger effective mass was not nec-
essary. A larger effective mass can be interpreted as being
due to collective phenomena in the metal in which the pro-
jectile scatters off of an effective target of more than one
substrate atom. The effective mass is not a unique feature of
Ar scattering because the analysis of a recent study of N2
molecular scattering from the Ru�0001� surface11 found it
necessary to choose the surface mass to be the same 2.3 Ru
atoms.12 Additional support for the idea of larger collective
masses for Ru comes from the analysis of atomic and mo-
lecular scattering1,11 using the washboard model13 and clas-
sical trajectory molecular dynamics simulations.14

The theory used here has been described elsewhere15–17

and the interaction potential is chosen to be a strongly repul-

sive barrier whose corrugation vibrates under the influence of
the underlying surface substrate atoms. The theory depends
on a single parameter, arising from the fundamental condi-
tion of conservation of momentum parallel to the surface,
and this is usually presented as a velocity vR.15 The param-
eter vR is completely determined by the phonon spectral den-
sity at the classical turning point, thus its determination by
comparison with experiment may provide useful information
about the surface dynamics. However, it is usually treated as
a parameter,15,16 and crude estimates of its value give results
of the order of the Rayleigh phonon velocity. For the work
presented here, the value of vR is chosen to be 3200 m/s
which can be compared with measured values for the Ray-
leigh velocity of 3608 m/s for the Ru�0001� �1120� direc-
tion and 3494 m/s for the �1100� azimuth.18 The experimen-
tal incident beam had a rather large energy spread.1 This
energy width has little effect on calculated angular distribu-
tions, since they are integrated over all final energies. How-
ever, a large energy width of the incident beam can have
noticeable effects on the energy resolved spectra. For the
calculated results presented here, the differential reflection
coefficient was convoluted with the experimentally measured
energy distribution function.1

A series of five measured energy-resolved intensity spec-
tra as functions of final energy are shown in Fig. 1 for an
incident energy Ei=0.08 eV, incident polar angle �i=40°,
and with the detector positioned at the final angle � f =20°.
The surface temperatures range from TS=140 to 850 K as
marked. These spectra are characterized as smooth, broad,
single-peaked structures which get broader with a longer
high-energy tail at increasing temperature. The position of
the peak, or most probable energy, remains essentially the
same for all temperatures.

These energy-resolved spectra exhibit no evidence of
quantum mechanical features such as sharp diffuse elastic or
single surface phonon peaks. The expected classical nature
under these conditions can be verified by evaluating the
Debye-Waller factor exp�−2W� where the simplest approxi-
mation gives
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2W =
3�p f − pi�2TS

MCkB�D
2 =

6�E0TS

kB�D
2 , �1�

where TS is the surface temperature, MC is the surface mass,
and �E0 is the recoil energy which is directly determined
through comparison of these classical calculations with mea-
surements. The exponent 2W is a measure of the approxi-
mate number of phonons created or destroyed in a collision
and when it is large the scattering is purely classical. Using
for the surface mass MC the mass of a single Ru atom and a
value of 216 K for the Debye temperature1 �D, the value of
2W in the region of the most probable final energy is about
16 even at the lowest temperature. Such a large value would
reduce all quantum features to negligible intensity, and indi-
cate clear classical conditions.

Calculations are shown as solid lines and for each tem-
perature the calculations were normalized to the data at one
point near the most probable intensity. The experimental data
were reported in arbitrary units, and information about rela-
tive intensities at different temperatures was not determined.
The theory predicts a decrease in the most probable intensity
with TS, and these relative theoretical calculations are shown
as the dashed lines, normalized to the data at the lowest
temperature of 140 K. The calculations match the general
features of the data reasonably well, the increase in the high-
energy tail is well predicted, but the calculations predict a
slightly larger increase of broadening with temperature than
that observed.

However, as mentioned above, all calculations presented
in this paper were carried out with an effective surface mass
of 2.3 Ru atomic masses. The reason for this is that a smaller
effective mass produces too much energy loss to the surface
and gives curves that are too broad and do not match the
most probable final energies observed in the data of Fig. 1.
Without this larger effective mass, the calculated most prob-
able final energy is less than half that observed. The value of
the effective mass will also affect the Debye-Waller factor,
implying that the value of 2W should be divided by 2.3. This
would change the typical value calculated above to 2W�7 at
the lower temperature and ranging up to over 30 at the higher
temperatures, but these values are still large and within the
range indicating classical scattering conditions.

Figure 2 shows angular distributions taken with a low
incident energy of 0.065 eV, a surface temperature of 140 K,
and four incident angles from 40° to 70° separated by 10°
intervals. These data were taken on Ru�0001� with an or-
dered �1�1� hydrogen monolayer and a low-energy electron
diffraction analysis enabled the surface azimuthal orientation
to be determined as the �1120� direction. At the incident
angle closest to normal �i=40° the experimental points con-
sist of a broad peak with a rather pronounced shoulder at
about � f =60° and for the more grazing incident angles a
diffraction feature gradually appears at the specular position.
For �i=40° the value of 2W�12 at the specular position
would seem to preclude the possibility of seeing a quantum
peak, because even taking into account the effective mass
would reduce this to about 5 which is still a rather large
value for observing quantum effects. However, at the larger,
more grazing angles the 2W value becomes smaller and for
�i=70° where 2W�3 �evaluated with the effective mass of a
single Ru atom� a distinct specular diffraction peak is ob-
served.

FIG. 1. Energy-resolved spectra of Ar scattered from Ru�0001�
at temperatures ranging from 140 to 850 K as marked. The incident
energy is Ei=0.08 eV, the incident angle is �i=40°, and the final
angle is � f =20°. The theoretical calculations, normalized to the data
at each temperature, are shown as smooth solid curves, and the
calculated intensities relative to that at TS=140 K are shown as
dashed curves.

FIG. 2. Angular distributions for Ar/Ru�0001�-�1�1�H in the
�1120� direction with Ei=0.065 eV, TS=140 K, and four different
incident angles ranging from 40° to 70° as marked. The symbols are
experimental data and the dashed curves are calculations normal-
ized to match the experimental data in the vicinity of the maximum
in the background.
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The calculations shown as solid curves in Fig. 2 were
carried out assuming the same effective mass MC as for a
clean Ru�0001� surface. There is little reason to suspect that
the tightly bound hydrogen overlayer would have a notice-
able effect on the scattering of a heavy projectile such as Ar.
However, this question was directly addressed by some of
the authors of Ref. 1 in a series of experiments in which Ar
scattering measurements from clean and �1�1� hydrogen-
covered Ru�0001� were compared directly under otherwise
identical conditions. Negligible differences in the scattered
spectra were observed as a result of the adsorbed hydrogen
layer.19

At the incident angle of 40°, where the Debye-Waller
evaluation clearly indicates classical scattering conditions,
the calculations agree very well with the data, and this agree-
ment includes the interesting shoulder feature. At the more
grazing angles, since the exponent 2W near the specular po-
sition varies approximately as cos2 �i, the Debye-Waller fac-
tor quickly increases allowing the specular quantum diffrac-
tion peak to appear. In fact, if the effective mass is used 2W
becomes approximately 1 at the largest angle of 70°, making
this case clearly in the quantum regime. For these larger
angles where quantum effects are important, the present clas-
sical mechanical calculations are not expected to be valid,
and they explain only qualitatively the broad background
under the specular peak.

The good agreement for the clearly classical scattering
conditions for �i=40° is quite interesting. In the calculations,
the reason for the shoulder appearing in the neighborhood of
� f =60° is due to the nature of the differential reflection co-
efficient. Its most important feature is the product of two
Gaussian-like functions, one in the energy transfer Ef −Ei
−�E0 and the other in the parallel momentum transfer P.
Although the angular distribution consists of an integral over
all final energies, the dominant contribution to this integral
comes from the region of final energies in the neighborhood
of the minima of the argument of the Gaussian-like functions
in the differential reflection coefficient. Typically, this results
in a scattered angular distribution that has a single broad
peak in the general neighborhood of the specular position.
For given incident and final angles, the argument of the ex-
ponential of the differential reflection coefficient does not
necessarily vanish, because this would require the simulta-
neous conditions Ef −Ei−�E0=0 and P=0. However, the
shoulder at � f �60° appearing in Fig. 2 can be associated
with conditions in which these simultaneous requirements
are satisfied, i.e., conditions in which the minimum of the
argument of the Gaussian-like function in the differential re-
flection coefficient actually is zero.

In order to understand this better, it is of interest to con-
sider each of the two Gaussian-like functions separately. In
the range of final energies 0�Ef �� the condition Ef −Ei
−�E0=0 is always satisfied if the mass ratio m /MC�1 for
any combination of incident and final angles. The condition
P=0 is usually not simultaneously satisfied. However, under
certain special circumstances both may be simultaneously
satisfied. One of these circumstances is when �i is near nor-
mal and � f is larger and there is net energy loss to the sur-
face, precisely the conditions of Fig. 2. The condition Ef
−Ei−�E0=0 requires Ef �Ei, and the in-plane parallel

momentum transfer which is proportional to �Ei sin �i

−�Ef sin � f can also simultaneously vanish because sin � f
�sin �i, and in fact this may occur at more than one angle. It
is of interest to note that classical stochastic trajectory calcu-
lations with model potentials for the scattering of Ar from
metal surfaces have also exhibited shoulderlike features in
scattered angular distributions.20

This explanation of the shoulder appearing in Fig. 2 leads
immediately to suggestions for further interesting experi-
ments. In particular, energy-resolved measurements for final
angles near specular and near the position of the shoulder
should be able to separate out the effects of the two
Gaussian-like terms in the differential reflection coefficient.
This should provide a more precise value of the parameter vR
which, in turn, will provide physical information on the cor-
relations of the surface electron density at nearby separa-
tions.21

The reasoning behind the preceding statement is as fol-
lows. The quantity vR is actually a well-defined weighted
average of all phonon velocities parallel to the surface.15 It
arises because of the fundamental condition of conservation
of momentum parallel to the surface for each of the many
phonons transferred. Because in a classical scattering event,
many phonons are generated, this translates into the Gauss-
ian-like function in parallel momentum transfer P appearing
in the differential reflection coefficient. This Gaussian-like
function is a correlation function, and its Fourier transform,
which is a Gaussian-like correlation function in positions
parallel to the surface, provides an effective length RC over
which the collision samples the correlations of the surface. If
the Gaussian like function in the differential reflection coef-
ficient is expressed in terms of this correlation length accord-
ing to

exp�−
2vR

2P2

4kBTS�E0
� = exp�−

P2RC
2

�2 � , �2�

the temperature and energy dependence of RC can be evalu-
ated in terms of the Debye-Waller exponent of Eq. �1� and
for the present Ar/Ru system the result is RC=1.9/�2W Å.

The present theoretical analysis appears to resolve the
question of why diffraction peaks are so readily visible in the
Ar/Ru�0001� system. The observed energy resolved spectra
and angular distributions can be explained only if the Ar
beam is assumed to be scattering from a collection of more
than one surface atom with an effective mass of approxi-
mately 2.3 Ru atomic masses. The same effective mass is
what appears in the denominator of the Debye-Waller expo-
nent 2W of Eq. �1�, which implies that 2W is actually 1/2.3
times smaller, and consequently the Debye-Waller factor
much larger, allowing quantum effects to be readily seen at
small incident energies and low surface temperatures.

This observation of collective effects leads to an interest-
ing prediction. The unusual nature of the Ru surface, with its
large effective mass for both atomic Ar and molecular N2
scattering, means that ruthenium presents a unique system in
which surface structure and dynamics could be studied by
quantum mechanical scattering of a range of atomic and mo-
lecular projectiles with relatively large masses, but at inci-
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dent energies that are readily achievable in, for example,
typical He scattering experiments.22 Using projectiles with
widely differing masses and electronic distributions, quan-
tum diffraction and single phonon measurements can provide
interesting comparative structural and dynamical information
on the surface electron density at different classical turning
point distances from the outermost surface layer. For ex-
ample, a comparative examination of both He and Ne atom
diffraction from hydrogen-covered nickel and rhodium sur-
faces was able to demonstrate clear anticorrugating effects

due to the hybridization of the orbitals of the incoming atoms
with the unoccupied metal states.23 The availability of quan-
tum mechanical projectiles with widely different masses and
electronic properties for probing Ru surfaces could lead to
similar important comparative studies on this system.
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